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Executive Summary 
E2Data’s vision is to provide a new paradigm on big data frameworks heterogeneous deployments. To 

reach this vision, every part of the lifecycle of the E2Data project follows the incremental processes of 

Agile methodology enabling the consortium of the project to produce high quality results on demanding 

and rapidly changing requirements. Based on this, at the current phase of the project the evaluation 

follows a dual path approach concerning the performance and stability evaluation of both the Tornado 

framework as well as the current integrated software stack. 

This document provides a description of the initial prototype of the E2Data stack. Furthermore, we 

describe the Agile evaluation methodology we are following in the project, with respect to the current 

status of the project. A brief description of the E2Data components forming the first version of the E2Data 

stack follows, along with the current status of the application use cases. 

After describing the current E2Data stack, we present the deployment environment of the project 

software and the current status of the two testbeds assembled by the consortium. Finally, in the last part 

of this report we provide a series of preliminary results on the performance evaluation of the prototype 

implementation of the project. We describe the evaluation methodology we followed for benchmarking 

on x86 and ARM architectures, focusing at this first stage of the project on CPU loads. We analyze the 

performance results both on the preliminary E2Data stack layer and the application use cases layer. 
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Introduction 
The real-world use case applications of E2Data are used as the driving force behind the development of 

the proposed solutions and as a benchmark for their success. The business-related use case applications 

selected by the consortium have real-world service-level agreements (SLAs), which will be used as the 

performance indicators of the E2Data developed software components. At this stage of the project, the 

consortium has produced a solid set of use case applications, along with two deployment testbeds, in 

order to evaluate the current implementation. The two testbed deployments have been assembled by 

ICCS and KALEAO, offering the capability to evaluate E2Data components in both an ARM and x86 

environment. 

Agile methodology principles [3] are applied to the E2Data project through its lifecycle. They enable the 

E2Data project to respond to changes quickly and easily following adaptive planning, early delivery and 

continuous improvement principles. With the agile methodologies, the requirements of the project do 

not have to be codified upfront since they are prioritized and scheduled for each iteration. Those 

principles are also utilized in the evaluation methodology, where the E2Data consortium follows 

incremental processes during the lifespan of the performance evaluation. At the current stage of the 

project, the evaluation focuses on two aspects: a) Performance and stability of the Tornado framework, 

and b) Performance and stability of the E2Data integrated software stack. 

The first version of the E2Data architecture includes at the top of the stack the use case applications that 

are already being ported to the big data framework of E2Data and the E2Data Hadoop Yarn [4] cluster 

which hosts and orchestrates the execution of the Apache Flink [5] jobs. The use case applications are 

described in detail in the context of this deliverable in Section 1.3 of this document. 

For the purposes of the evaluation results, based on the two directions described above, we have on the 

execution node layer a test suite ensuring software and performance portability on heterogeneous 

execution nodes, while on the heterogeneous-aware big data framework we have standard benchmarking 

tools utilizing well-known algorithms such as K-Means clustering. 

Regarding the structure of this document, in Section 1 “Preliminary E2Data Prototype (v1)”, we provide a 

detailed discussion on related aspects, such as the software stack and its components, the application use 

cases that will be used throughout the project for its evaluation and continue with more analytic 

descriptions of specific components and their integration. In Section 2, “Current E2Data Deployment”, we 

provide a discussion on the E2Data deployment and its relevance to the evaluation of the project. In 

Section 3, “Preliminary Results”, we continue with our initial evaluation results based on the current 

version of E2Data’s deployment. We conclude this document in Section 4, providing a summary of our 

findings and a discussion on the work that will take place during the following months. 
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1. Preliminary E2Data Prototype (v1) 
In this section, we describe the preliminary version of the E2Data stack prototype. The current version of 

the E2Data prototype is formed by the application layer where we have implemented preliminary versions 

of the use case applications (UCs), and the core layer where we have the main software components of 

the project realizing the big data processing. At this stage we have mainly focused on defining and 

implementing the core kernels of the UCs in the Tornado Framework, so that they can be executed on 

hardware accelerators. Additionally, we have included preliminary implementations of a number of UCs 

ported to the E2Data big data framework, i.e. Apache Flink [5] . 

In the following subsections, we first describe the agile evaluation methodology we are utilizing, followed 

by the current preliminary version of the E2Data stack. Finally, we describe the current status of the UCs. 

1.1. E2Data Agile Evaluation Methodology 
Agile methodology principles are applied to the E2Data project through its lifecycle. The Agile 

development principles followed by E2Data are presented in a comprehensive manner in Section 3 of the 

Deliverable 6.1 (“E2Data Architecture”). The same Agile methodology is utilized in the evaluation, 

following incremental processes over the lifespan of the E2Data performance evaluation. At the current 

phase of the project, the evaluation follows a dual path as described below:  

1. Performance and stability of the Tornado framework: The end result of the E2Data project is the 

heterogeneous execution of Apache Flink with the integration of the Tornado framework. In order 

to guarantee the maturity and performance benefits of the Tornado framework, it is imperative 

to get access to the core kernels of the UCs as early as possible. By having the kernels in a stand-

alone form, we immediately allow research and development of the Tornado framework to 

proceed completely independently of the rest of the activities. This way we guarantee that the 

Tornado framework is not only capable of JIT compiling and executing arbitrary Java code on 

heterogeneous hardware, but also its performance can yield orders of magnitude benefits 

compared to the vanilla serial execution. To that end, the partners responsible for providing the 

UCs, in parallel with enabling their applications on Apache Flink, extracted the main 

computational kernels and shared them with UNIMAN in order to proceed with the rapid 

development and performance assessment of the Tornado framework. 

2. Performance and stability of the E2Data integrated software stack: In parallel with the 

development of the Tornado framework and its capabilities to execute the core computational 

kernels of the use cases, the use case partners have been transitioning their applications to 

execute on the Apache Flink framework. By having ready the integrated versions of the UCs 

running successfully on Apache Flink, the V2 of the E2Data prototype will be able to accelerate 

the applications, since the development of the accelerated kernels is ongoing in parallel, as 

explained above. 

The dual path of implementation and evaluation poses some challenges with respect to software 

maintenance by the project’s partners. By extracting the kernels and creating stand-alone versions of the 

UCs, in parallel with implementing the Apache Flink version of them, this essentially results in maintaining 

two versions of the applications simultaneously. Nevertheless, in order to enable the rapid development 

of the Tornado framework, the consortium agreed upon this agile practice to be followed, in order to 

http://www.e2data.eu/
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guarantee the project’s success. This is attributed to the fact that the compiler’s development is 

significantly more complex and therefore requires more time than the rest of the project’s activities. 

The performance evaluation of the E2Data stack (explained in this deliverable) follows the agile dual 

methodology explained above. Hence, we evaluate both the kernels that are currently running on the 

Tornado framework with enabled acceleration, and the initial performance of the use case applications 

that have been ported on Apache Flink. In addition, we present evaluation results on standard 

benchmarks for both Tornado and Apache Flink that are used as drivers for the quality of the continuous 

development. 

1.2. E2Data v1 Stack 
The architecture of the first version of the E2Data stack is depicted in Figure 1. At the top of the stack 
there are the use case applications that are being ported to the big data framework of E2Data, i.e. the 
cutting-edge Apache Flink platform. 

At the core of the E2Data stack, the Flink JobManager and TaskManagers achieve the scheduling and the 
execution of subtasks on individual execution nodes in the E2Data Hadoop Yarn clusters. The JobManager 
schedules the execution of individual subtasks while the TaskManagers running on worker nodes execute 
the subtasks. Each TaskManager provides a configurable number of task slots. When scheduling a subtask, 
the JobManager will choose any available task slot to run the subtask. Therefore, the aggregate number 
of tasks slots in a cluster determines the maximum number of subtasks of an individual operator in the 
job graph, i.e., its maximal parallelism value. Note that a task slot can run multiple subtasks of different 
operators concurrently, as long as they come from the same job. Furthermore, each subtask is executed 
in its own thread. 

Moreover, the Flink JobManager monitors the health and status of different TaskManagers through 

heartbeat messages and status updates. Therefore, it is aware of the global state of the cluster, i.e., which 

computing resources (represented by task slots) are in use and which are available for new computations. 

Apache Flink provides a dedicated YARN client for interacting with the Yarn cluster Resource Manager 

(RM). The Yarn RM is a master daemon orchestrator of a Yarn cluster. The main operations the RM fulfills 

are the management of the global assignments of resources (CPU and memory) among all the applications 

executing in the cluster and the arbitration of cluster resources between competing applications. 

http://www.e2data.eu/
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FIGURE 1. E2DATA V1 PROTOTYPE 

1.3. E2Data v1 Use Case Applications 
Health Analytics: EXUS has already developed and implemented in Croydon NHS Trust a hospital 

readmission risk prediction algorithm, to reduce the number of patients that are readmitted in a hospital 

within 30 days after their initial release. In order to improve the predictive capability of the hospital 

readmission risk prediction algorithm, E2Data will enhance the patient discharge profile with profiles of 

highly correlated patients in terms of recent hospital activity. In particular, patient correlations will be 

established based on their medical conditions. The International Classification of Diseases (ICD), 

maintained by the World Health Organization (WHO), provides a system of diagnostic codes for classifying 

diseases based on ICD codes. The number of unique ICD codes identifying reasons for patient 

hospitalization, are in the order of magnitude of tens of thousands.  The patient’s medical condition matrix 

is a highly sparse matrix since most patients are typically unlikely to suffer from most medical conditions. 

Furthermore, over the duration of a few years, this matrix, for a normal size hospital, is likely to expand 

to the order of 1010 elements. E2Data will extract patient correlations from this matrix for the purpose of 

enhancing a readmission risk prediction model through the use of Model-Based Collaborative Filtering, a 

method that has been shown to be extremely successful for identifying correlations. 

Model-based Collaborative Filtering has received significant attention mainly as an unsupervised learning 

method for latent variable decomposition and dimensionality reduction. Collaborative Filtering can be 

formulated by approximating a matrix by alternating least squares (ALS). Once the decomposed matrices 

(corresponding to patients and medical conditions) are obtained, various operations can be performed 
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on them calculating pairwise patient similarity scores. ALS is an iterative algorithm and can be very slow 

and computationally expensive, but lends itself to parallel implementations. 

ALS is an iterative algorithm and can be very slow and computationally expensive but lends itself to 

parallel implementations. 

The ALS algorithm is as follows: 

1. Initialize the two target matrices X, Y 

2. repeat 

3. for u = 1...n do 

4.  
5. end for 

6. for i = 1...m do 

7.  

8. end for 

9.  until convergence 

 

The key matrix operations required to implement (ridge regression) the algorithm are: matrix inversion, 

dot product calculation and a sum of squared errors calculation to check when the convergence criterion 

has been met. 

The key matrix operations required to implement the algorithm are:  

a) Minv: Square matrix inversion;  

b) Mdot: Dot product calculation/multiplication function, and  

c) Compute X and Y: A sum of squared errors calculation to check when the convergence criterion 

has been met.  

In order to support daily execution of factorization routines, it is important to accelerate the ALS task 

which can be an expensive operation for large matrices. In the context of E2Data, we will exploit the 

underlying Apache Flink and Tornado APIs to achieve automatic acceleration for the matrix inversion 

subroutine in the streaming health-analytics use-case. 

 

Natural Language Processing: Processing text aims to extract knowledge from articles and messages, 
including social media. It is applied within several business domains to support variant types of operations, 
where sentiment analysis and opinion mining are of significant role (i.e. tourism, marketing, press). In the 
financial sector, processing of online text and order streams is useful when you need to correlate financial 
news with trade facts, especially when fraud detection is the focus. In this context, complex natural 
language processing (NLP) algorithms are aiming to identify syntax patterns, correlate phrases and words 
with lexical and semantic resources and score or annotate expressions and text entities. Extreme time 
constraints make the execution of such algorithms, harder to achieve their business goals. Acceleration is 
considered as a solution towards enhanced performance. 

The Language Processing use case will process large amounts of messages from social media, such as 
Twitter, to perform semantic information extraction, sentiment analysis, summarization, interpretation 
and organization of content. Such analysis occurs by extracting from each message, phrases with specific 
syntactic forms. The process uses a number of different dictionary types storing a diverse range of 
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information from word lists (vocabularies) to complex networks structures, expressing syntactic patterns. 
These dictionaries provide hints with which each tweet is going to be marked. The execution involves 
critical and complex algorithms (words proximity, fuzzy matching, etc.) that are invoked upon each new 
text, thus requiring their acceleration in order to become as efficient and scalable as possible. 

Three of the most important NLP engine types incorporate functions which will be accelerated are the 
following: 

● Lexicographical fuzzy matching search in vocabularies using Directed Acyclic Graph Words which 
is a deterministic acyclic finite state automaton. Levenshtein distances between the dictionary 
words and the input words will be also used. 

● Statistical fuzzy matching and classification applied in multiword expressions and/or documents 
using cosine similarity or TFIDF applied on words or q-grams. Okapi BM25 which is similar to the 
TFIDF algorithm for ranking documents will be also used. 

● Fuzzy matching of multiword expressions using Compressed Tries as indexes to various types of 
lexicons (morphological, terminological, syntactical, etc.) 

The kernels mentioned above are described in more detail in the Deliverable 2.1 “User requirements and 

data management plan” of the project. 

 

Green Buildings: A large IoT infrastructure is installed in educational buildings in Greece, Italy and Sweden, 
currently totaling  1050 sensing endpoints and growing, expected to reach over 1300 points by the end of 
the project. This infrastructure provides energy consumption-related data for each school, as well as 
outdoor and indoor environmental data for a number of classrooms in each building. In its current setup, 
this deployment produces daily over 400 MB of data, resulting in a yearly data volume of over 140 GB. In 
this context, sensors comprising the E2Data IoT infrastructure generate, handle, transfer and store a huge 
amount of data, which is difficult to be processed in an efficient manner using current platforms and 
techniques. More specifically, big data analysis algorithms and techniques such as clustering, regression, 
classification and pattern recognition will be deployed in E2Data in order to enable superior 
computational efficiency, in order to enable processing pipelines that will allow real-time monitoring of a 
certain building’s energy behavior. 

A number of specific computationally heavy algorithmic aspects, or E2Data kernels as called within the 

project, have been identified and are used as part of the evaluation of the platform. Namely, these are: 

● Compute Sum: sum of sensor measurements produced inside green buildings. 

● Compute Max: maximum of sensor measurements produced inside green buildings. 

● Compute Min: minimum of sensor measurements produced inside green buildings. 

● Compute Average: average of sensor measurements produced inside green buildings. 

Since we are dealing with big data, such calculations can be computationally quite heavy. These aspects 

are described in more detail in the Deliverable 2.1 “User requirements and data management plan” of the 

project. 

 

Biometric Security: Biometric face-based authentication has the potential to meet today's most urgent 

privacy and security needs. It has proven robust against the entire spectrum of identity spoofing 
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techniques while retaining a negligible "false negative" (user lock out) rate. Furthermore, it uses machine 

learning to continually improve detection capability and react to new spoofing threats. However, real-

world adoption has been impeded by the high compute cost involved in processing video streamed from 

user sessions. 

In performing what is known as “liveness detection”, computationally expensive techniques must be run 

against video streams as well as the individual frames that are sent from the user’s device.  In addition, 

vast amounts of historical data must be processed for training purposes. By accelerating with E2Data, we 

will be able to meet the challenge of intensive computational workloads to deliver a high availability and 

performant anti-spoofing service. 

One of the key algorithms that the authentication service uses is called Color Morph. Color Morph is 

essentially a way of stripping identity information off of a live face capture by mapping an individual’s face 

onto a standard model face. The transformed images can then be fed into the anti-spoofing pipeline, free 

of interfering noise. Color Morph is ideal for massive parallelization since a linear transform is applied 

independently to every pixel in the input image, allowing for a totally multi-threaded execution. 

In addition, E2Data will execute the algorithm in variable heterogeneous environments, taking advantage 

of hardware acceleration without the need for a human developer to create handcrafted code to exploit 

the hardware. E2Data will thus be enabled to offer truly secure authentication at an acceptable price and 

performance level to key societal institutions whom we routinely trust with our most sensitive 

information. 
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2. Current E2Data Deployment 
In this Section, we provide a brief description of the first version of the E2Data deployment stack followed 

by the status of the two testbeds of the project and their technical specifications. 

2.1 Deployment Environment 
The deployment of the E2Data version 1 stack is realized in an Apache Hadoop YARN cluster [4] The 

Hadoop YARN version 3.1.1 is utilized in the project. Figure 2 illustrates the E2Data Testbed cluster, which 

relies heavily on Apache Hadoop, a collection of open-source software utilities that enable massive data 

manipulation through large computational capacity. An integral element of Apache Hadoop is the YARN 

Resource Manager, responsible for resource management operations. A YARN cluster contains the master 

node and the worker nodes. At the current version of the E2Data cluster, an Oracle JVM version 1.8 is 

installed on each cluster node. A prerequisite of a Hadoop YARN deployment is the installation and 

configuration of Hadoop DFS for the needs of the Hadoop YARN cluster operations. Hence, a proper HDFS 

system is setup on the cluster. 

With respect to the big data framework of the project, i.e., Apache Flink version 1.6.2 is utilized. Apache 

Flink provides a dedicated YARN client for interacting with the Yarn cluster, an activity made possible 

through a Flink YARN Session.  The YARN client is able to access the Hadoop configuration in order to 

interact with the YARN Resource Manager (RM) and HDFS. When starting a new Flink YARN session, the 

client first checks if the requested resources (containers and memory) are available. Afterwards, it uploads 

a JAR that contains Flink and the configuration to HDFS. The next step of the client is to request a YARN 

container to start the YARN App Master (AM). Since the client registers the configuration and JAR as a 

resource for the container, the Node Manager of YARN running on that particular node will take care of 

preparing the container and the YARN AM is started. 

The Flink JobManager and AM are running in the same container. Once they have successfully initiated, 

the AM generates a new Flink configuration file for the Flink TaskManagers, so that they can connect to 

the Flink JobManager. The file is also uploaded to HDFS. Afterwards, the AM starts allocating the 

containers for Flink’s TaskManagers, which will download the JAR file and the modified configuration from 

the HDFS. Upon successfully completing these steps, Apache Flink is operational and ready to accept Jobs. 

The software components forming the first version of the E2Data stack deployment are summarized in 

Table 1. 

TABLE 1. E2DATA V1 STACK SOFTWARE COMPONENTS 

Name Version Description 
Apache Flink 1.6.2 Big Data Framework 

Hadoop Yarn 3.1.1 Cluster Resource Management 
Framework 

Oracle’s JVM 1.8 Execution Engine 
 

http://www.e2data.eu/
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FIGURE 2. E2DATA TESTBED DEPLOYMENT 

2.2 Testbeds Deployment Status 
The evaluation of E2Data is conducted on two testbeds including both high-performing x86 and low-
power ARM cluster architectures representing realistic execution scenarios for real-world deployments. 
Such an evaluation includes the correct operation of the entire E2Data system on large-scale data sets, 
the correct operation of heterogeneous accelerators on both x86 and ARM architectures, as well as the 
performance/power gains on available benchmarks and use cases. Although Intel currently dominates the 
server market, changes to the types of loads and applications supported by server infrastructure indicate 
that there will a be a shift to a more diverse server infrastructure, in order to support such changes in a 
more efficient manner, both in terms of processing and efficiency. Based on this, the two different 
hardware platform choices provide a representative view of the currently available situation in the market 
today, but they are also compatible with current trends that appear to be gaining importance since 
E2Data’s evaluation testbeds include both x86-based and ARM Aarch64-based hardware. 

The KALEAO (KMAX) testbed consists of multi-core Arm Processors. Four Identical Blade systems will be 

made available for the testbed. At present, only a single Blade is available. The rest three Blades will be 

made available by M13. On all blades, only CPU cores are enabled for the YARN cluster. Each system in 

the blade will also be capable of hosting Mali GPUs. These GPUs are still not enabled and is expected to 

be working by M14. Additionally, a Xilinx FPGA system will also be added to the cluster in M13. The details 

of the KALEAO (KMAX) testbed are described in Table 2. 
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TABLE 2. SPECIFICATIONS OF THE KALEAO (KMAX) TESTBED 

Machine 
Type 

ID Number of 
Processors 

Number 
of GPUs  

Big Cores Little Cores RAM 
(GB) 

Blade 3 16 16 4x CortexA-57 @2.1Ghz 4x CortexA-53 @1.5Ghz 4 

Blade 4 16 16 4x CortexA-57@2.1Ghz 4x CortexA-53 @1.5Ghz 4 

Blade 5 16 16 4x CortexA-57 @2.2Ghz 4x CortexA-53 @1.5Ghz 4 
Blade 6 16 16 4x CortexA-57 @2.1Ghz 4x CortexA-53 @1.5Ghz 4 

 

The ICCS testbed consists of four multi-core machines, as summarized in Table 3. For the evaluation of 

M12, only CPU cores are being leveraged by the YARN installation. Although all available GPUs have been 

deployed to the testbed as well, YARN has not yet been tested over them, since our initial focus for the 

first year is on CPU-only workflow executions. 

TABLE 3. SPECIFICATIONS OF THE ICCS TESTBED MACHINES 

Machin
e ID 

name processor type Sockets Cores/
socket 

Threads/
core 

NUMA 
nodes 

RAM 
(GB) 

1 silver1@ 
cslab.ece.ntua.gr 

Intel(R) 
Core(TM) i7-
4820K CPU @ 
3.70GHz 

2 10 2 2 256 

2 gold2@ 
cslab.ece.ntua.gr 

Intel(R) 
Core(TM) i7-
4820K CPU @ 
3.70GHz 

2 14 2 2 256 

3 cognito@ 
cslab.ece.ntua.gr 

Core(TM) i7-
4820K CPU @ 
3.70GHz 
processors 

1 4 2 1 64 

4 quest@ 
cslab.ece.ntua.gr 

Intel(R) 
Core(TM) i7-
8700 CPU @ 
3.20GHz 

1 6 2 1 32 

 

Appendices A1 and A2 include more detailed information regarding each machine’s architecture. 
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3. Preliminary Results 
For the purposes of the system evaluation, several test tools have been implemented. On the execution 

node layer, a test suite is available which ensures software and performance portability on heterogeneous 

execution nodes. With respect to the heterogeneous-aware big data framework, benchmarking tools have 

been implemented utilizing well-known algorithms, such as K-Means, to set the performance baseline for 

the performance improvement evaluation. On the use case applications, apart from the specific 

performance benchmarks that have been defined for each service separately, the source code that can 

be accelerated from the E2Data stack has been identified and isolated. 

3.1 Standard Benchmarks 
3.1.1 Apache Flink 

In this part we present standard benchmarking results of the E2Data big data framework, i.e. Apache Flink 

utilizing well-known algorithms from different fields. In this Section, we evaluate Apache Flink 1.6.2, on 

which we base the E2Data stack, on the KALEAO cluster described in Appendix A. Below we briefly 

summarize the algorithms, describe the evaluation methodology, and present the performance results. 

3.1.1.1 Algorithms 
We use PageRank as an example of a graph algorithm, k-means as an example of a machine learning 

algorithm, and TPC-H Query 3 as an example of a relational algorithm that is also representative of a data 

cleaning task. 

3.1.1.1.1 k-means 

K-Means is well-known clustering algorithm and is used as a basis for many machine learning tasks. Its 

input is a collection of points in an n-dimensional space and a collection of k centroids representing an 

initial clustering. The algorithm iteratively refines the initial clustering by assigning each point to its 

nearest centroid and updating each centroid by computing the mean of the points assigned to it. The 

algorithm typically runs to convergence or for a fixed number of iterations. The output of K-Means are 

the final centroids and/or an assignment of each point to their cluster (both results are equivalent). 

 

3.1.1.1.2 PageRank 

PageRank is a classical graph algorithm which ranks the nodes of a graph by their weighted number of 

incoming edges. It is used, for example, to determine the relevance of indexed web pages, by modelling 

the behavior of a random surfer who, starting from a random page, consecutively clicks on a random link 

on each page that he visits. The higher the PageRank of a node, the higher the probability that the surfer 

will visit the corresponding site. The input of PageRank is an adjacency list of the graph, i.e., a collection 

of directed edges. Its output is a collection of pairs that map each node in the graph to the computed 

PageRank. PageRank is an iterative algorithm that is typically run until convergence or for a fixed number 

of iterations. 

3.1.1.1.3 TPC-H Query 3 

TPC-H is a classical benchmark to evaluate analytical database workloads. It defines a database schema 

that models an online retail business and consists of multiple queries which perform a number of filter 
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and aggregation operations. We limit ourselves to the execution of query “three” from the TPC-H query 

suite. This query computes the revenue of each order from customers in a specified market segment 

within a specified date range. It queries three (out of eight) tables of the schema and consists of a point 

predicate, a range predicate, and an aggregation operation. 

3.1.1.2 Methodology 
To ensure reproducible results, we use the Peel Experiment Execution Framework [1] to define our 

experiments. Peel allows us to package all the information related to a suite of experiments in a so-called 

Peel bundle. These bundles are then installed on a test system and executed automatically. Peel captures 

performance information such as experiment runtime and system utilization metrics. Table 4 lists the 

software versions used for our experiments. 

TABLE 4. SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION 

Software Version 

Flink 1.6.2 

Hadoop 3.1.1 

DStat 0.7.3 

 

TABLE 5. EXPERIMENT CONFIGURATION FOR THE KALEAO (KMAX) AND ICCS CLUSTERS 

Experiment property KALEAO cluster ICCS cluster 

Workers Varying: 1, 2, 4, 8, 15 Varying: 1, 2, 4 

Task slots per worker Varying: 1, 2, 4 Varying: 1, 2, 4, 8 
Memory per worker for Task Manager 3 GB 24 GB 

 

We perform a combined scale-out/scale-up experiment. Table 5 shows the properties for our experiment 

on the Kaleao (KMAX) and ICCS clusters. On the KALEAO cluster, we vary the number of workers from 1 

to 15 to measure the influence of scaling out the cluster. On the ICCS cluster, we use 1, 2, or 4 workers. In 

addition, we vary the number of task slots per worker to measure the influence of scaling up the individual 

machines. On the KALEAO cluster, we set the amount of memory available for Flink Task Managers to 3 

GB, which is 75% of the physical system memory. This corresponds to the default amount of memory 

reserved by Flink for each Task Manager running inside a YARN container. On the ICCS cluster, one 

machine has only 32 GB of system memory. Therefore, we set the amount of memory for each Task 

Manager to 24 GB. Each worker functions both as a Flink Task Manager and an HDFS Data Node. We use 

the default HDFS replication of 3. 

For the k-means experiment, we use an input file of about 700 MB, consisting of 60 million points with 2 

dimensions and 64 initial clusters. For the PageRank algorithm, we use the Flickr links dataset [2] , which 

consists of 2.3 million nodes and 33 million edges with a total size of 430 MB. We run three iterations of 

both algorithms. For the TPC-H Query 3 experiment, we use the CUSTOMER, LINEITEM, and ORDERS tables 

with scale factor 2 as input, which translates to 1.8 GB in size. We run each experiment three times and 

report the median of the measured end-to-end runtime. 
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3.1.1.3 Results 

 

FIGURE 3. ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE ON THE KALEAO (KMAX) CLUSTER 

 

FIGURE 4: ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE ON THE ICCS CLUSTER 

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the performance of the three algorithms depending on the number of workers 

(scale-out) and the number of task slots per worker (scale-up) on the KALEAO and ICCS clusters, 

respectively. In general, scaling out has a bigger impact on performance than scaling up. The Flink job 

graphs consist of multiple task chains, each running in a thread that competes for CPU resources. 

Therefore, as we increase the number of task slots per worker, there are not enough CPU cores for 

concurrent computations. For the TPC-H Query 3 experiment, there is a limited improvement when using 

more than four task slots because this experiment finishes very quickly and runtime is dominated by the 

startup time of the Apache Flink cluster. Moreover, on the ICCS cluster, scaling out to four workers creates 

a lower boundary for the execution time that cannot be improved upon even when scaling up each 

individual worker. 
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3.1.2 Tornado 
This Section presents the evaluation of Tornado, the heterogeneous framework which E2Data will employ 

for heterogeneous execution. Below we briefly summarize the algorithms, describe the evaluation 

methodology, and present the performance results. 

3.1.2.1 Algorithms 
To evaluate Tornado we performed a case study, accelerating the Kinect Fusion (KFusion) application. 

KFusion is a complex computer vision application performing Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 

(SLAM) by processing input from an RGB-D camera. KFusion implements a six-stage image processing 

pipeline. In more detail the six stages are: 

1. Acquisition: The first stage acquires an RGB-D image from a camera or a file (recording). 

2. Pre-processing: The second stage applies a bilateral filter to remove anomalous values, re-scales 

the input data to represent distances in millimeters and builds a pyramid of vertex and normal 

maps using three different image resolutions. 

3. Tracking: The third stage estimates the difference in camera pose between frames. This is 

achieved by matching the incoming data to an internal model of the scene using a technique called 

Iterative Closest Point (ICP). 

4. Integration: The fourth stage fuses the current frame into the internal model, if the tracking error 

is less than a predetermined threshold. 

5. Raycast: The fifth stage constructs a new reference point cloud from the internal representation 

of the scene. 

6. Rendering: The sixth and final stage uses the same ray-casting technique of the fifth stage to 

produce a visualization of the 3D scene. 

These stages are repeated for every new frame, constantly updating the 3D space visualization. Since 

KFusion performs real-time reconstruction of the environment it needs to process at least 30 frames per 

second to ensure a non-flickering experience for the end user. Using Tornado we implement KFusion in 

Java and accelerate on GPUs to achieve the target performance. 

3.1.2.2 Methodology 
To evaluate Tornado we ported KFusion from OpenCL/C++ to Java, using the Tornado API, and verified its 

correctness using a pre-recorded stream of RGB-D frames. Then we proceeded in its evaluation on three 

heterogeneous systems. More specifically we set up the system configurations presented in Table 6. 

TABLE 6. EVALUATION PLATFORM CONFIGURATION FOR TORNADO 

System Laptop Desktop Enterprise 

OS (Kernel) OSX 10.11.6 (14.5.0) Fedora 21 (4.1.10) CentOS 6.8 (2.6.32) 

CPU Intel i7-4850HQ @2.3GHz AMD A10-7850K @1.7GHz Intel Xeon E5-2620 
@1.2GHz 

Cores 4 (8) 4 12 (24) 
OpenCL 1.2 (Apple) 1.2 (AMD) 1.2 (Intel) 

GPGPU Intel Iris Pro 5200 & 
NVIDIA GT 750M 
@925MHz 

AMD Radeon R7 
@720MHz 

NVIDIA Tesla K20m 
@705MHz 
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Compute 
Units 

40 & 2 8 13s 

OpenCL 1.2 (Apple) 2 (AMD) 1.2 (NVIDIA) 

 

As is standard in performance evaluation of managed runtime systems, we first warm-up the JVM and 

then measure the performance of our application. This ensures that the JVM internals have been loaded, 

caches have been filled, and methods on the critical path have been JIT compiled. In our experiments we 

measure both the execution time, to report speedups, and the FPS rate. 

As the baseline for our comparisons we use the OpenCL/C++ implementation and for completeness we 

also report measurements from sequential executions of the C++ and Java implementations. 

3.1.2.3 Results 
Table 7 presents the performance in FPS of the different implementations on all 3 evaluation systems. 

The first observation is that Tornado is able to run KFusion on more devices than OpenCL. This 

demonstrates Tornado’s ability to adapt on the underlying hardware and generate correct code for it, 

while OpenCL often needs manual adjustments to the code to make it run on different OpenCL compatible 

devices. our next observation is that both the Tornado and the OpenCL implementations exhibit 

comparable performance on the CPU. However, in the case of GPU execution the OpenCL implementation 

of KFusion appears to significantly outperform the Tornado implementation. Further analysis and break 

down of the measurements has shown that the main reason for the slowdown was the lack of an efficient 

reduction kernel for the Tornado implementation. Although Tornado can dynamically generate reduction 

kernels for KFusion, they are not optimal yet. To explore the limits of Tornado we hand-tuned some 

reductions kernels and run again, instead of using the dynamically generated kernels. The results are 

shown in the “Tornado Hand Tuned Reductions” row in Table 7. 

TABLE 7. KFUSION PERFORMANCE IN FPS FOR EACH IMPLEMENTATION (E: FAILED TO PRODUCE A VALID RESULT) 

Implementation Device \ System Laptop Desktop Enterprise 

Sequential Java CPU 0.87 0.40 0.71 

Sequential C++ CPU 3.69 3.14 7.87 

OpenCL/C++ CPU e e 29.02 

GPU1 57.93 e 138.10 

GPU2 e - - 

Tornado CPU 15.39 7.91 30.65 

GPU1 45.66 15.51 52.26 

GPU2 21.00 - - 

Tornado 
Hand Tuned 
Reductions 

CPU - - - 

GPU1 48.36 21.78 107.78 

GPU2 24.61 - - 
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To demonstrate the performance stability of Tornado, we plot on Figure 5 the timeline of a single 

execution and show how the FPS rate changes during the execution of the application. We observe that 

Tornado exhibits stable performance at around 50 FPS, which using hand tuned reduction kernels gets up 

to ~140 FPS, while the OpenCL/C++ achieves up to ~180 FPS but with unstable performance. 

 

FIGURE 5. PER-FRAME PERFORMANCE ON NVIDIA TESLA K20M 

3.2 Use Case Applications 
In this part of the evaluation, we present some preliminary results on the use case applications layer 

considering either the ported versions of the applications to Tornado or Apache Flink or both of them. 

3.2.1 Health Analytics 
EXUS has developed a Java implementation of the Alternating Least Squares (ALS) algorithm. In 

conjunction with this, scripts are developed which create random testing datasets of varying sizes and 

handle csv file I/O functionality. These are executed independently of the kernels. For the Health use case, 

the execution of the ALS Algorithm requires a Matrix R (m x n) with m being the number of patients and 

n being the number of medical conditions. Also, some other parameters need to be defined: 

• Regularization (λ), that it used to avoid overfitting of training data; 

• The number of factors (f); 
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• The number of iterations (num_iter) required to compute the cost function. 

Our goal is to compute the matrix of patients X (m x f) and the matrix of medical conditions Y (n x f), so 

that we can minimize the cost function J. 

The health analytics use case has three main KPIs: 

● Increase model performance (sensitivity from 5% to 10%, precision from 52% to 70%, specificity 

larger than or maintained at the current 99.7%); 

● Maintain or reduce infrastructure cost while increasing training and live data size (currently 

approximately 5000 Euro/month); 

● Maintain or reduce model training time (currently 4-5 hours). 

At the current stage of the project, we have performed initial measurements at code kernels to investigate 

the performance of the ALS algorithm when run on single core machine, as well as a parallel 

implementation. The results are presented in Table 8. Our findings from the preliminary evaluation are 

summarized below: 

● The computation time of the matrix inversion only depends on the size of the matrix that we want 

to inverse. In particular, the length of this matrix is equal to the number of factors that we have 

defined in our parameters.  

● The computation time of this process depends on 3 values; the rows of matrix A, the columns of 

matrix A and the columns of matrix B. For our problem, these values could be the number of 

patients (m), the number of medical conditions (n) and the number of factors (f). 

TABLE 8. EXECUTION TIME OF THE STANDALONE SERIAL JAVA IMPLEMENTATION OF ALS ALGORITHM WITH DIFFERENT 

VALUES OF PARAMETERS M, N, F 

Parameters Time in seconds 

m = 1.000 , n = 200 , f = 20 0.239 

m = 5.000, n = 1.000, f = 20  11.1278 
m =20.000, n = 1.000, f = 20 48.4157 

m = 5.000, n = 1.000, f = 100 266.2148 

 

The implementation of the Alternating Least Squares algorithm over Apache Flink is ongoing. 

3.2.2 Natural Language Processing 
The NLP use case utilizes a corpus processing and information extraction, named Mnemosyne. The 

platform is designed to support and manipulate the principles of Natural Language Processing (NLP) field 

that are: phonetics, morphology, syntax, semantics, pragmatics. Mnemosyne incorporates a large number 

of text processing technologies, such as spelling checking, fuzzy matching, lexicons development, indexing 

and searching, syntax checking and grammar checking, named entity recognition and information 

extraction. 

In the following Figure 6, we present the top-level architecture of the Mnemosyne platform, highlighting 

its processing flow. 
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FIGURE 6. MNEMOSYNE PLATFORM ARCHITECTURE 

The NLP processing flow features the following: 

1. Processing collections of texts stored in various media and formats. 

2. Use of a large number of lexical resources such as: alphabets, spelling dictionaries, morphological 

dictionaries, gazetteers, thesaurus, etc. 

3. Creation of different analyses of a text. Each analysis is expressed as a sequence of annotations 

on parts (text spans) of the input text. The annotations are stored in different parallel layers 

referencing parts of the input text. 

4. Analyzers are the software components that produce analyses. They are interconnected to flows 

where the output of an analyzer constitutes the input of another. These flows can represent 

parallel computation tasks. 

5. The heart of the system is the “Kanon” formalism which is similar to Unification Grammars. It uses 

grammar rules that describe the syntax of the processed language. The execution of these rules 

creates the analyses described above. 

6. Filtering of the produced annotations are transferred in the next processing phases. This way we 

minimize the information we pass and we need to handle from one phase. Except for the storage 

and transmission gain, we minimize the processing complexity of following phases because there 

are less annotations to handle and also less ambiguity to solve. 

7. Fuzzy matching mechanisms are used for named entity recognition, i.e. persons, organizations, 

toponyms, etc. The recognition of a named entity is not always sufficient. Many times, we also 

need to identify it, i.e. to match it in a set of similar entities and return a unique id. Usually these 

sets are stored in legacy databases which also provide a unique id for each entity. 

8. Specialized analyzers are responsible for exporting and/or transferring the extracted structural 

information to the desired formats and destinations (e.g. XML, Database tables, etc.). 
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To scale on a single server, Mnemosyne has been designed as a multithreaded application. It uses a 

number of threads to process incoming documents. Each document is assigned to a different thread that 

performs all the processing associated with the document. Processing may involve multiple analysis steps 

depending on the type of the application. There is a central coordinator that dispatches documents to 

available threads for processing while processing accesses private data structures, both to read and 

update information. Each thread creates a private version of the required dictionaries and updates its 

dictionary based on the documents it processes. 

As described in the Deliverable 2.1 “User requirements and data management plan”, three of the most 

important Mnemosyne engine types were chosen to be accelerated. The common characteristics of these 

engines are: a) they use a type of dictionary that is static and constant, and b) they work in stream mode, 

i.e. we feed the engine with input (words or texts) and they return answers. The engine types that will be 

accelerated are: 

1. Lexicographical fuzzy matching search in vocabularies, 

2. Statistical fuzzy matching and classification applied in multiword expressions and/or documents, 

3. Fuzzy matching of multiword expressions using Compressed Tries. Compressed Tries are used as 

indexes to various types of lexicons (morphological, terminological, syntactical, etc.). 

During the evaluation we focus on processing large amounts of messages from social media, such as 

Twitter, in order to perform semantic information extraction, sentiment analysis, summarization, 

interpretation and organization on their contents. This analysis occurs by extracting from each document 

(a tweet in our case) phrases with specific syntactic forms expressed with Kanon. The process uses a 

number of different dictionary types storing a diverse range of information from word lists (vocabularies) 

to complex network structures expressing syntactic patterns (Kanon rules). These dictionaries provide 

hints with which each tweet is going to be marked. 

The evaluation methodology will attempt to run various text loads and search patterns over both serial 

and parallel (accelerated) setups, to measure execution times and assess performance gains at the specific 

code kernels. 

We seek for greater than 4x speedups, in order to bring business objectives to become feasible. 

The KPI to achieve at the high level (business level), is to be able to achieve the extraction of NLP results 

at rates higher than 300 messages per second at peak hours with a latency that should remain less than 

5 seconds. Such rates, correspond to 1,9 TB yearly data.  

At the current stage of the project, we perform measurements at code kernels, within different usage 

scenarios: 

a. different lexicon sizes, searching for a specific number of words 

b. serial and parallel (Tornado) execution 

In both (parallel and serial) cases, the code is the same, the data set is the same and we validate that the 

two cases produce the same results while comparing the execution time. Then we perform similar runs 

with different datasets (lexicon and number of words searched). We change the dataset by either 

increasing the number of words searched in the same lexicon or increasing the size of the lexicon. 
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Hereby in Table 9 and Table 10 we present, a first preliminary set of results, from performed 

measurements on the Levenstein kernel: 

TABLE 9. NLP RESULTS FOR LEXICON WITH 159624 WORDS 

Levenstein testing Sample File contains 44 words Sample File contains 1000 words 
Serial Run 1,206.27 ms 24,044.48 ms 

Parallel (Tornado) Run 238.65 ms 4,203.00 ms 

Performance Gain x5.05 Seq/Par x5.72 Seq/Par 

 

TABLE 10. NLP RESULTS FOR LEXICON WITH 354984 WORDS 

Levenstein testing Sample File contains 28 words Sample File contains 2072 words 

Serial Run 2,965.96 ms 247,253.00 ms 

Parallel (Tornado) Run 574.17 ms 39,356.32 ms 

Performance Gain x5.16 Seq/Par x6.28 Seq/Par 

 
Though these are preliminary results, improvements are noteworthy. Even when we multiply the number 

of words searched on the same lexicon, the multiplication factor of the execution time gain becomes 

better; 22x more words (100 instead of 44) are searched in a time, 19x longer when in the sequential 

scenario and 17x longer when in the Tornado run. And in larger lexicons, we experience similar behaviors; 

74x more words, need 83x longer execution time in the sequential run, and 68x longer time in the Tornado 

run. At all cases, the Tornado run divides execution time with a factor greater than 5; the toughest run 

with very large lexicon and 2072 words searched reaches a factor of 6,28. 

Next versions of Tornado on the same code kernel, as well as its application onto other code kernels, will 

show how the overall improvements are shaped and how they scale and behave across different 

workloads. 

3.2.3 Green Buildings 
SparkWorks’ platform (Sparks Engine) is a process engine that provides analytics and a storage system for 

storing such results. It receives events from multiple sensors and executes aggregate operations on them. 

Sensors produce (periodically/asynchronously) events that are sent to the Sparks Processing Engine. 

These events are usually tuples of pairs: value and timestamp. All data received are collected and 

forwarded to a queue. From there, they get processed in real time by an Apache Storm cluster, which has 

a number of topologies for processing based on data type. Each topology is responsible for a unique type 

of sensor, such as general measurements sensors (temperature, humidity, wind speed, etc.), power 

measurement sensors, etc. Analytics summaries are stored in a NoSQL database. 

Each Sparks Engine topology has the ability to be easily modified, in order to accommodate aggregation 

operations. The engine, implemented over Apache Storm, consists of topologies responsible for a specific 

type of sensor. Each topology comprises a chain of aggregators, called process blocks, which aggregate 

data for specific time intervals. Events which enter the Storm cluster are processed consecutively. First 

the storm topology performs aggregation operations on the streaming data, i.e., for a temperature sensor, 

Storm calculates the average values of a 5-minute interval and it will store it to memory and disk for 

further process (when the topology receives more than one events for the same interval, it calculates the 
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average of those events). Every consecutive 5-minute interval aggregate is kept in memory (topology 

keeps 48 interval values for 5-minute, hour, day, month intervals for each device). The next step is to 

update hourly intervals. Topology updates the 5-minute intervals inside the buffer of the hourly processor 

and stores the average of those intervals. 

The process is the same for the daily processor, with the topology also storing the min/max of the day 

(based on hourly intervals), month and year. For power consumption sensors, topologies inside Storm are 

similar, having to calculate and store power consumption. Aggregators are used to perform aggregation 

operations on input streaming data. The topologies use aggregation for Power Consumption calculation, 

Sum calculation and Average Calculation. 

To meet the current development status of Tornado the code of the Green Buildings kernels has been 

modified to meet the requirements of the current status of the E2Data execution engine. Based on this, 

the kernels have been adapted to a batch processing version while normally the Spark Works analytics 

engine normally operates on stream processing. Based on this, the current version of the Apache Flink 

Spark Works Analytics engine is also based on the Flink batch processing API. 

The current setup of the Green Buildings UC deployment uses averaging to minimize the required storage 

space. However, to obtain near real-time information on the building status, it is necessary to shorten the 

averaging period (now set to 5 minutes), an approach that will lead to significant data volume increase. 

In this context, the deployed IoT infrastructure generates, handles, transfers and stores a huge amount of 

data, which cannot be processed in an efficient manner using current platforms and techniques. The Spark 

Works Analytics Engine utilizes the E2Data stack for improving its IoT Platform in order to rapidly process 

the constantly accumulated data and tackle the issues generated by thousands of parallel deployments 

of sensors, each generating enormous data chunks that need to be processed almost in real-time. 

According to this, the most crucial factor on successful provisioning of near real-time analytics data is the 

processing time of a batch of sensor data. Based on this the preliminary results presented here evaluate 

the processing time that the Flink version of Spark Works Analytics engine achieves. 

In this first part of the Green Buildings UC performance evaluation, we present in Figure 7 the execution 

time required for the four kernels of the Use Case accelerated by Tornado. In Table 11 we also provide as 

a reference the execution time of the four UC kernels (in serial execution mode) executed under Oracle’s 

JVM 1.8. However, those results cannot be directly compared with the results reported by the Tornado 

execution engine, since Tornado provides an integrated test suite able to report only the execution time 

of each defined kernel, while the results presented in Table 11 also include any I/O operations required 

from the JVM to execute the kernels code. The host machine where the experiments were executed runs 

on an Intel i7-7700K CPU, with one NVIDIA Quadro GP100 GPU and one Nallatech 385a FPGA installed. 
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FIGURE 7. GREEN BUILDINGS UC KERNELS TORNADO EXECUTION TIME 

TABLE 11. GREEN BUILDINGS UC KERNELS EXECUTION TIME [NS] (JVM 1.8) 

# Sensor 
measurements/ 
Kernel 

Min Max Sum Avg 

262144 1.464.544 1.385.787 1.224.600 540.278 

1048576 2.936.503 2.738.942 2.712.182 1.969.422 

16777216 10.792.572 10.419.073 17.127.818 18.676.681 

134217728 54.016.534 54.985.574 124.717.283 143.543.355 

1073741824 409.138.755 407.900.264 984.548.590 1.141.504.698 

 

As shown in the results above, Tornado manages to achieve speedups compared to the vanilla serial 

execution times of the kernels. However, we expect these speedups to differ in the Apache Flink 
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integrated software stack, due to the additional software layers. Nevertheless, Tornado at this early stage 

of development can execute the UC kernels and achieve speedups. Please note that the last data point of 

1073741824 is missing from the Tornado results, since OpenCL limits single-memory transfers to 1GB. 

Apart from the results provided for the Tornado-accelerated UC kernels, in this paragraph we provide 

results from the preliminary version of the Green Buildings UC ported to Apache Flink based on batch 

processing. We evaluate the execution time of the Green Buildings Apache Flink Analytics engine on the 

KMAX and ICCS cluster utilizing a dataset that simulates the processing of a dataset containing 7200000 

data tuples produced by 2000 sensors with a 1-minute granularity for a time period of 60 minutes. Table 

12 summarizes the software configuration utilized on the Green Buildings Flink version evaluation. 

TABLE 12. GREEN BUILDINGS UC EVALUATION CONFIGURATION 

Software Version 

Flink 1.6.2 

Hadoop 3.1.1 

 

Similarly with the preliminary platform evaluation presented in Section 3.1.1, we perform a combined 

scale-out/scale-up evaluation. Once again, we vary the number of TaskManagers to measure the influence 

of scaling out the cluster and at the same time we evaluate different numbers of task slots per 

TaskManager, in order to measure the influence of scaling up on each individual TaskManager. 

Table 13 presents the properties of the ICCS Yarn cluster. 

TABLE 13. EXPERIMENT CONFIGURATION FOR ICCS CLUSTER 

Experiment property Configuration value 

Number of TaskManagers 1, 2, 4 

Number of Task slots per TaskManager 1, 2, 4, 8 

TaskManager Memory 4 GB 
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FIGURE 8. GREEN BUILDINGS FLINK BATCH EXECUTION TIME ON ICCS TESTBED 

Table 14 presents the properties of the Kaleao (KMAX) Yarn cluster. 

TABLE 14. EXPERIMENT CONFIGURATION FOR KALEAO (KMAX) CLUSTER 

Experiment property Configuration value 

Number of TaskManagers 1, 2, 4, 8, 15 
Number of Task slots per TaskManager 1, 2, 4 

TaskManager Memory 3 GB 
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FIGURE 9. GREEN BUILDINGS FLINK BATCH EXECUTION TIME ON KALEAO (KMAX) TESTBED 

Figure 8 and Figure 9 present the execution time in milliseconds for the Green Buildings UC Flink job on 

the ICCS and Kaleao (KMAX) testbeds respectively. The Flink job graph of the Green Buildings UC is 

presented in Figure 10. We evaluate the execution time by scaling out, i.e., increase the number of 

TaskManagers or Workers as referred in Figure 8 and Figure 9 and at the same time scaling up, i.e., 

increasing the number of task slots per TaskManager.  Both figures indicate that scaling out the cluster 

provides higher gains than scaling up the task slots. Furthermore, each plot reveals an optimal 

configuration for the Green Buildings UC specific job based on the available resources and architecture of 

each testbed. On the ICCS testbed, the configuration providing the best performance is 4 TaskManagers 

with 4 task slots per TaskManager, while for the KMAX testbed the best performance is achieved by 15 

TaskManagers with 2 task slots. Finally, we can directly notice the performance difference between the 

ICCS testbed against the KMAX testbed, an expected result according to the computation resources of the 

two testbeds. 

 

FIGURE 10. GREEN BUILDINGS UC FLINK BATCH JOB GRAPH 
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3.2.4 Biometric Security 
iProov has developed a Java implementation of the Color Morph kernel used in our biometric 

authentication pipeline. In conjunction with this, iProov has created scripts which handle file I/O and 

argument passing which are executed independently of the kernel. For benchmarking, random RGB input 

images are generated in varying sizes. 

The kernel takes as input a series of RGB images containing images of faces together with a set of 

landmarks for each image. These images may vary in dimension, aspect ratio and zoom. Landmark points, 

generated using the DLIB C++ library, are coordinates in the image that localize and represent salient 

regions of the face. They can be used as effective points of comparison between faces of varying shapes, 

sizes and color profiles. The kernel also makes use of a fixed model image, with which input images will 

be compared and ultimately morphed into. 

The locations of landmark points for the model and input images is taken to be pre-computed and fully 

available to the kernel. In addition, images are pre-partitioned using DeLauney Triangulation. The precise 

location of each landmark point is then expressed as a linear combination of two sides of its enclosing 

triangle, taking those sides as axes forming a basis. Coefficients of this linear combination are provided 

ahead of time as a 3-D array of meta-data for the input image. Using these coefficients, together with the 

landmark points and the results of the triangulation, Color Morph evaluates the linear expression at every 

pixel of the model image to obtain the transformed location of the RGB value of the input image. This 

process is expensive, involving several lookups and floating-point operations per image pixel, but it is also 

highly parallelizable by nature, since pixel values can be computed independently of each other. 

The Java implementation involved the use of 3-dimensional arrays of primitives. At the time of submission, 

Tornado did not support 3D arrays. However, UNIMAN is in the process of extending Tornado’s 

capabilities to accelerate 3D arrays and hence to achieve the first accelerated performance results soon 

after. 
public static float[][][] morph(float[][][] inputFrame, float[][] 

inputLandmarks,  float[][][] model, boolean[][] mask)  

LISTING 1. BIOMETRIC SECURITY UC MAIN METHOD SIGNATURE ARGUMENTS ARE 2 AND 3 DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS 

We obtained preliminary results for the kernel, written in serial Java without any acceleration, and 

executed at a standard laptop CPU. As mentioned above, our use of 3D arrays is not currently supported 

by Tornado, and therefore we do not yet have results for a Tornado accelerated version. 

As expected, the Java version was less performant than our hand-crafted CUDA implementation which 

we use in production. In both cases, low-level caching is likely to be introducing noise and rendering the 

times imprecise. This, despite the fact that new input images are being randomly generated for each run. 

Going forward, we will seek to better understand and mitigate sources of noise that may be impacting 

the accuracy of our benchmarks. 

Regarding the test datasets used, a single input set consists of 300 RGB images, whose composition is as 

shown below in Table 15. 
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TABLE 15. 300 RGB IMAGES COMPOSITION 

Number of images Dimension Pixel Values 

100 100x100 R, G, and B values randomly 
selected from 0-255 

100 300x300 R, G, and B values randomly 
selected from 0-255 

100 640x480 R, G, and B values randomly 
selected from 0-255 

 

The kernel was benchmarked three times on an initial input set, then three times on a second, newly 

generated input set. This was done to mitigate bias due to caching. Repeated executions of the kernel on 

the same input set were expected to run faster each time due to implicit caching at the system or 

hardware level, whereas a newly generated set of random RGB images should circumvent any unwanted 

optimizations that would have added noise to the measurements. 

 

TABLE 16. TOTAL TIME (MS) SPENT IN THE BIOMETRIC SECURITY KERNEL 

 1st input set 2nd input set 

1st run 193.86 187.90 

2nd run 194.05 210.73 

3rd run 201.38 198.33 

 

The results presented in Table 16 do not bear out our expectation that times will monotonically decrease 

from repetitions 1-3. Also, for a given repetition, it does not appear that the measurements are similar 

across the 1st and 2nd input set. Being a preliminary result, these discrepancies are almost certainly due 

to the small number of inputs sets and repetitions that were tried. 

More testing is required to produce more reliable mean and standard deviation for kernel compute times. 

This will be achieved by extracting results from higher number of execution repetitions on fixed inputs, 

and on many different input sets. Without knowing the standard deviation of compute-times over, say, 

the second repetition, it is impossible to assess what numbers should be considered “similar”. A major 

goal for future milestones will be to expand the scope of our benchmarking, which will likely require 

developing a custom test framework and automating test related tasks. It is hoped that this will enable us 

to demonstrate the real benefit of the E2Data platform for our production pipeline by showcasing 

substantive speedups on our core kernels. 
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4. Conclusions 
The executed software starting from the application side is typically transformed numerous times until it 

reaches the bottom end of execution on a cloud node. E2Data adds another dimension to this execution 

flow by adding the notion of heterogeneous execution to the de-facto scale-out model. Therefore, E2Data 

will provide a novel hardware-aware resource scheduler, and a heterogeneous execution engine which 

will enable dynamic Just-In-Time (JIT) compilation, execution, and runtime profiling of Big Data code 

segments to available heterogeneous hardware resources (in the context of the ubiquitous Java Virtual 

Machine (JVM)) ensuring that proper resource allocation and execution will take place. 

A crucial milestone on delivering those components is the presented preliminary first version of the 

E2Data stack and its performance providing the directions that the development of those components 

should follow and also sets the baseline performance of the application Use Cases. 

In this deliverable we described the preliminary first version of the E2Data software stack and its 

components and the application use cases. Moreover, we discussed the current status of the E2Data 

deployment and its relevance to the evaluation of the project. 

Any E2Data development process follows the Agile principles and the same lies for the evaluation 

methodology of the project. At the current state of the project we have already identified two parallel 

paths on the project evaluation, the performance and stability of the Tornado framework and the 

performance and stability of the E2Data integrated software stack. Hence, the consortium works now on 

a dual path. The first one copes with extracting the kernels and creating stand-alone versions of the use 

cases while the second one is the implementation of the Apache Flink version of them. Therefore, in this 

deliverable, we evaluated both the extracted kernels on the Tornado framework, and also the 

performance of the use case applications that are already ported on Apache Flink. Furthermore, we 

presented valuable evaluation results utilizing standard benchmarking algorithms and frameworks for 

both Tornado and Apache Flink that will be used as drivers for the development of the E2Data stack. 

The next steps of the continuous evaluation of the E2Data project include the performance baseline for 

the use cases that will be ported to Apache Flink and, also the investigation of specific and more valuable 

evaluation metrics based on the SLAs of each use case. Furthermore, the automation of the evaluation 

processes applied in E2Data is planned for the next iterations. 
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Appendix A. Testbeds Architecture Specification 
A1.  Detailed Architecture of KALEAO testbed machines 

Server CPU Architecture 

Big Cores 

 Architecture:         arm_64 

 CPU op-mode(s):       64-bit 

 Byte Order:           Little Endian 

 CPU(s):               4 

 On-line CPU(s) list:  4-7 

 Thread(s) per core:  1 

 Socket(s):             1 

 Vendor ID:            Samsung 

 CPU family:           7420 

 Model name:          Samsung Exynos 7420  

 CPU MHz:              2.1 Ghz 

 CPU max MHz:          2.1 Ghz  

 CPU min MHz:         800 Mhz 

 L2 cache:              2048K 

 DDR4:   4 GB 

 Memory Clock:  1.6GHz 

Little Cores 

 Architecture:         arm_64 

 CPU op-mode(s):       64-bit 

 Byte Order:           Little Endian 

 CPU(s):               4 

 On-line CPU(s) list:  0-3 

 Thread(s) per core:  1 

 Socket(s):             1 

 Vendor ID:            Samsung 

 CPU family:           7420 

 Model name:          Samsung Exynos 7420  

 CPU MHz:              1.5Ghz 

 CPU max MHz:          1.5 Ghz  

 CPU min MHz:         800 Mhz 

 L2 cache:              2048K 

 DDR4:   4 GB (shared with Big Cores)  

 Memory Clock:  1.6GHz 

FPGA System Architecture 

Processor System 
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 Architecture:         arm_64 

 CPU op-mode(s):       64-bit 

 Byte Order:           Little Endian 

 CPU(s):               4 

 On-line CPU(s) list:  0-3 

 Thread(s) per core:  1 

 Socket(s):             1 

 Vendor ID:            Samsung 

 CPU family:           7420 

 Model name:          Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC ZCU102 

 CPU MHz:              1.5Ghz 

 CPU max MHz:          1.5 Ghz  

 CPU min MHz:         800 Mhz 

 L2 cache:              2048K 

 DDR4:   4 GB (shared with Big Cores)  

 Memory Clock:  1.6GHz 

Programmable Logic System 

  System Logic Cells: 474,600 

  CLB Flip-Flops:  433,920 

  CLB LUTs:  216,960 

  Max. Distributed RAM: 6.1 (MB) 

  Block RAM Blocks: 480 

  Block RAM (Mb): 16.9 

  UltraRAM Blocks: 64 

  UltraRAM (Mb):   18 

  CMTs:   4(1 MMCM and 2 PLLs) 

  Max. HP I/O(1):  208 

  Max. HD I/O(2):  96 

  DSP Slices:  1,824 

  System Monitor: 1 

  GTH Transceiver: 0  

  GTY Transceivers: 16 @ 32.75Gb/s(3) 

  Transceiver Fractional PLLs: 8 

  PCIe Gen3 x16:  1 

  150G Interlaken: 0  

  100G Ethernet w/RS-FEC: 0 

  Model name:          Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC ZCU102 

A2. Detailed Architecture of ICCS testbed machines 
Silver1 CPU architecture 

Architecture:         x86_64 

CPU op-mode(s):      32-bit, 64-bit 
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Byte Order:          Little Endian 

CPU(s):               40 

On-line CPU(s) list:  0-39 

Thread(s) per core:  2 

Core(s) per socket:   10 

Socket(s):            2 

NUMA node(s):         2 

Vendor ID:            GenuineIntel 

CPU family:           6 

Model:                85 

Model name:          Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4114 CPU @ 2.20GHz 

Stepping:             4 

CPU MHz:              800.805 

CPU max MHz:          2201,0000 

CPU min MHz:         800,0000 

BogoMIPS:             4400.00 

Virtualization:       VT-x 

L1d cache:           32K 

L1i cache:            32K 

L2 cache:             1024K 

L3 cache:             14080K 

NUMA node0 CPU(s):    0-9,20-29 

NUMA node1 CPU(s):    10-19,30-39 

Gold2 CPU architecture 

Architecture:        x86_64 

CPU op-mode(s):       32-bit, 64-bit 

Byte Order:           Little Endian 

CPU(s):                56 

On-line CPU(s) list:  0-55 

Thread(s) per core:   2 

Core(s) per socket:   14 

Socket(s):            2 

NUMA node(s):         2 

Vendor ID:            GenuineIntel 

CPU family:           6 

Model:                85 

Model name:           Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5120 CPU @ 2.20GHz 

Stepping:             4 

CPU MHz:              2201.675 

CPU max MHz:          2200.0000 

CPU min MHz:          1000.0000 

BogoMIPS:             4400.00 
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Virtualization:       VT-x 

L1d cache:            32K 

L1i cache:            32K 

L2 cache:             1024K 

L3 cache:             19712K 

NUMA node0 CPU(s):    0-13,28-41 

NUMA node1 CPU(s):    14-27,42-55 

 

Cognito CPU architecture 

Architecture:          x86_64 

CPU op-mode(s):         32-bit, 64-bit 

Byte Order:             Little Endian 

CPU(s):                 8 

On-line CPU(s) list:    0-7 

Thread(s) per core:     2 

Core(s) per socket:     4 

Socket(s):              1 

NUMA node(s):           1 

Vendor ID:              GenuineIntel 

CPU family:             6 

Model:                  62 

Stepping:               4 

CPU MHz:                1200.000 

BogoMIPS:               7399.74 

Virtualization:         VT-x 

L1d cache:              32K 

L1i cache:              32K 

L2 cache:               256K 

L3 cache:               10240K 

NUMA node0 CPU(s):    0-7 

 

Quest CPU architecture 

Architecture:          x86_64 

CPU op-mode(s):         32-bit, 64-bit 

Byte Order:             Little Endian 

CPU(s):                 12 

On-line CPU(s) list:    0-11 

Thread(s) per core:     2 

Core(s) per socket:     6 

Socket(s):              1 

NUMA node(s):           1 

Vendor ID:              GenuineIntel 
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CPU family:             6 

Model:                  158 

Model name:             Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700 CPU @ 3.20GHz 

Stepping:               10 

CPU MHz:                800.000 

CPU max MHz:            4600,0000 

CPU min MHz:            800,0000 

BogoMIPS:               6384.00 

Virtualization:         VT-x 

L1d cache:              32K 

L1i cache:              32K 

L2 cache:               256K 

L3 cache:               12288K 

NUMA node0 CPU(s):    0-11 
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